Working with Other Professionals
OVERVIEW

APERS is proud to bring
its specialist skills to
complement those of
other professionals

adrian@apers.co.uk

At
APERS,
working
with
professionals is in our DNA.

other

APERS understands that different clients
have specific requirements and preferred
providers. For us, it is the outcome for the
client which is important. This is why,
given our underlying experience of
employment and regulatory law, APERS is
happy to provide bespoke support to
other advisors.

07419 285214

www.apers.co.uk

LEGAL
Given the pressures of legal practice, APERS understands that it is sometimes
appropriate to bring in support.
You may have been approached by a client to undertake an internal investigation
but are worried about the possibility of a conflict of interests should you be asked
to represent that client on the same issue further down the line. Alternatively, you
may simply not have the time to devote to such a piece of work, but would naturally
prefer not to let the client down.
Whatever the circumstances, APERS can help. We can be appointed direct by the
client whilst retaining your services. Alternatively, you may prefer us to act under a
consultancy arrangement whereby the work is undertaken with us being part of your
team.

SUPPORT FOR HR PROVIDERS
We understand that there can be a lot riding on the decisions taken by you as an HR
advisor.
Given our legal experience and specialist HR and management background, if you
have a particularly thorny issue to be resolved, APERS is happy to provide the
backup support you may require whether that’s by way of sense-checking a report,
undertaking a particular piece of work on your behalf or helping you to prepare to
give evidence to a Tribunal or court. This may be particularly relevant if your client
is within the professional or regulated sectors, where an in-depth knowledge of
regulatory law will help avoid costly mistakes being made.

REFERRERS
Do you advise businesses and wish you could offer management and HR advice as
part of your offering? Perhaps you are an accountant frustrated that your clients
come to you for answers around staffing issues or cut you out of those discussions
altogether. Either way, we're here to help.
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APERS is proud to provide a white label service which will enable you to plug-in to
APERS. This enables you to provide a seamless, personal service as an add-on to
your own core business. Operated by APERS but via your own business, your clients
can be confident that they are getting the right advice as part of the service that
you provide.
Alternatively, if you would prefer, we are happy to take instructions direct from your
existing clients under the terms of a formal or informal referral arrangement.
Additionally, you may want to join our network of trusted advisors; working
alongside us to provide the most comprehensive service we can for our clients.

CONTACT US
For more information or just to to run
adrian@apers.co.uk or call us on 07419 285214.
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